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Medieval Day

Primary 

Full day - 3 learning sessions

History/Religious Studies

To experience and understand the importance of pilgrimage in the medieval period.
To understand the role of the Cathedral and monastery in medieval England.
To understand the roles and daily lives of monks within the medieval monastery.
To explore the types of food that were eaten by different groups of people in medieval England.
To taste different foods that medieval people would have eaten and see how they would have been
prepared.

During this immersive day, pupils will explore various aspects of medieval life.
Session 1 - Pilgrims - pupils meet Alys, a medieval merchant's wife who is about to undertake a pilgrimage to Ely. They will find
out what she has packed, why she is travelling as part of a group and join her on her journey to Ely and the shrine of St
Etheldreda.
Session 2 - Food and Cookery - pupils meet another member of the pilgrim party as she prepares a campfire meal. They'll find
out more about the medieval diet and restrictions of food, whilst watching an open fire cookery demonstration*. Afterwards,
they will have the opportunity to taste a traditional pottage and girdle breads.
Session 3 - Monastic Life - pupils will become novice monks and experience the daily rhythms of the medieval monastery. They'll
try their hand at illuminating letters or candle making. 

This session can also be adapted to meet the needs of students in KS3 and KS4.
Pupils are invited to dress as medieval pilgrims for the day (for groups under 30, we can provide these).
A full monastic day at the Cathedral (10am - 2pm) costs £6.50 per pupil and includes all of the above
sessions, resources, lunch, and tea/coffee for staff during lunch. 
*The open fire cookery is weather dependent - if the weather is wet they will still see a demonstration but
it will be indoors using an electric hob.


